Juvenile Fiction

*The Enormous Egg* by Oliver Butterworth J F BUT

*Boo’s Dinosaur* by Betsy Cromer Byars J F BYA

*The Good Dinosaur* by Suxanne Francis J F DIS

*Dinosaur Detectives* by Judith Bauer Stamper J F MAG

*Dinosaurs before Dark* by Mary Pope Osborne J F MAG

*The Talking T. Rex* by Ron Roy J F ROY

Juvenile Nonfiction

Dinosaur books can be found at J 567.9

Other nonfiction dinosaur books:

*What Really Happened to the Dinosaurs?* by John Morris J 231.7642 MOR

*Happy Holidaysaurus* by Bernard Most J 394.2 MOS

*The Kids’ Natural History Book: Making dinos, fossils, mammoths and more* by Judy Press J 745.4 PRE

*Tyrannosaurus was a Beast: Dinosaur Poems* by Jack Prelutsky J 811 PRE
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**Picture Books Continued**

*Picture Books*

**Juvenile Easy**

**Picture Books**

*Tyrannosaurus Wrecks* by Sudipta Bardhan-Quallen J PB BAR

*No T-Rex in the Library* by Toni Buzzeo J PB BUZ

*Rory the Dinosaur* by Liz Climo J PB CLI

*A Trip to Dinosaur Time* by Michael Foreman J PB FOR

*Dinosaur Train* by John Steve Gurney J PB GUR

*Dinosaur Bob and his Adventures with the Family Lazardo* by William Joyce J PB JOY

*Bronto Eats Meat* by Peter Maloney J PB MAL

*Dinosaur Days* by Linda Manning J PB MAN

*Too Many Dinosaurs* by Mercer Mayer J PB MAY

*T is for Terrible* by Peter McCarty J PB MCC

*I’m Bad!* by Kate McMullan J PB MCM

*Dinosaurumpus* by Tony Mitton J PB MIT

*If Dinosaurs Came Back* by Bernard Most J PB MOS

*Dazzle the Dinosaur* by Marcus Pfister J PB PFI

*Tyrannosaurus Rex vs. Edna, the Very First Chicken* by Douglas Rees J PB REE

*Dinosaur!* by Peter Sis J PB SIS

*Dogosaurus Rex* by Anna Staniszewski J PB STA

**Dinosaur Kisses** by David Ezra Stein J PB STE

*Super Hungry Dinosaur* by Martin Waddell J PB WAD

*The Field Mouse and the Dinosaur Named Sue* by Jan Wahl J PB WAH

*Dino-Basketball* by Lisa Wheeler J PB WHE

*Sammy and the Dinosaurs* by Ian Whybrow J PB WHY

*How do Dinosaurs .....series* by Jane Yolen J PB YOL

**Juvenile Easy**

*T-Rex is Missing* by Tomie DePaola J PB DEP

*The Lonely Dinosaur* by Cathy Hapka J PB HAP

*Adventures of Danny the Dinosaur* by Syd Hoff J PB HOF

*Busy Dinah Dinosaur* by B. G. Hennessy J PB HEN

*Dancing Dinos go to School* by Sally Lucas J PB LUC

*Eloise and the Dinosaurs* by Lisa McClatchy J PB MCC

*A Wish – For Dinosaur* by Jane Elk Moncure J PB MON

*Dinosaur Time* by Peggy Parish J PB PAR

*Curious George: Dinosaur Tracks* by H. A. Rey J PB REY

*Detective Dinosaur* by James Skofield J PB SKO

*We’re Going on a Dinosaur Dig* by Anastasia Suen J PB SUE